EASY COME EASY GO
Run 1818 Onesy run
VENUE: The house of Meat, tucked away in the faraway mythical land of Jerra - bom - berra (one way in
and one way out) I still dont actually know why we were co ersed into running in a onesie, normally there is a
reason such as: run number 1111 or 1811. Maybe it's just because it's winter. Anyway, thanks to EASY for
suggesting it, as i was as cosy as a leper in a bean bag as i pranced with my fellow walkers around the
rarified air of jerra - bom - berra (One way in and one way out).
And so it was, that MISS CHEEKY was detailed off by his holiness the GM to give the walk report. MISS
CHEEKY wasnt in the best of moods having to drag BLACK DOGS dog around trail, eventually she was
hanging off the back of the pack so far that the last of the Zimmer frame pushing walkers had disappeared
into the thick Jerra mist and MISS CHEEKY said "sod this, im orf" Still, she gave the walk 2/10 and labled
it BLACK DOGS curse. BARBETOOLS contributed to the walk report as well, giving it some veracity, (ED - i
dont actually know what this word means, but i heard Malcolm Turnbull say it so ....), and pointing out that
the trail took us past three pubs.
And so it was, that SCARLETT gave the run report, once again the exceptional navigational skills of MCTAF
were highly praised. SCARLETT found the run to be confusing despite the fact that the trail is spray painted
onto the footpath and the same trail has been used for the last 19 occasions in Jerra - bom - berra (one way
in and one way out) 2/10
As SIR LANCE A SLUT discovered, split second timing is oh so important when one is singing the hare song.
There was a look of utter dismay on his face when he realised he had missed his opportunity to insert a
verse by a mere seven one hundreths of a second.
Returnees, Visitors and Virgins: FURBALLS, DUMB DICKHEAD DAVE, MISS CHEEKY and BAR BE TOOLS
CHARGES.
TUN, TUN Glorious TUN was conspicuous by its absence
MCTAF was charged for writing superior hash notes and is likely to win a record eighth Pulitzer prize at the
end of the year.
POOSHOOTA was roundly critisized for providing XXXX to the hash on Origin week. And, as it turned out,
the 52 cans of XXXX that we drank
was exactly the number of points that Queensland loaded onto a hapless bunch of Cockroaches.
QL, HF and SEX CHANGE were all charged with flattening POO SHOOTAs IPhone trying to jostle for
position in the City to Surf accom shootout
POOSHOOTA and BAR BE TOOLS were outed as being "Linkedin" twins. GERBILS was outed for poor
songmanship.
WEATHERMAN attempted to charge POOSHOOTA for saying "Cuntsact" but making it sound like
"Cannucks" and suffered the inevitable REBOUND
GERBILS was charged with stuffing a duffle coat down the front of his onesie
BBTOOLS was charged for laying fake (Canberra) trail on the real (Capital) trail
All the onesies had a drink. QL was charged with not wearing her cougar onesie, and MTPY was charged for
providing the cougar onesie
BETTY BOOP dropped her ring into the Gluewine. WEATHERMAN looked liked a pregnant penguin.
CROC TART was outed for preferring bubbles over TUN !!!!!!! (ED - incomprehensible) (i must have
misheard this one)
POOSHOOTA was charged for not respecting POP SLUT
MTPY was charged for having the largest tool bench and the smallest heater in Jerra - Bom - Berra (One
way in and one way out)

SQUATTER and SIR LANCE A SLUT got the low profile awards
CROC SLUT got the best onesie award and GERBILS got the worst onesie awards
SIR LANCE A SLUT was charged for loosing his onesie mojo, MCTAFs Navigational prowess was again
celebrated
MTPY was charged with having Canberras total allocation of wanking oil and wipe cloths
HIDDEN FLAGON foolishly attempted to point out that there may have been the slightest chance that
MCTAFs notes from last week may, possibly, have contained the slightest inaccuracies. Really????? What a
lot of old bunkum. he was reminded that the Navy is the senior service and the truth lies in the last paragraph
POOSHOOTA won the dummy spit award. HF disrespected POP SLUT again. DDHD and BB had
birthdays.Put city to surf in the calendar
EASY then fed the hordes with a lovely jiz free Chilli con carne
Good health to you all, On On , and remember CRACKERS
NOTE: Whilst all efforts are made to maintain the highest standards of accuracy of the reporting
contained herein; due to the origins of the source material available, not a single word can be
guaranteed to actually resemble anything but a thin tissue of lies. And remember, Navy is the Senior
Service (Ed)

